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I'm poet Jenny shear filling in for Tracy k Smith. And this is the flow down.

00:23
The first car our family owned when we immigrated to the US was a used Ford mercury. In my
memory it's covered with blistering burgundy paint. plush floor seats scabbed in areas where
soda had spilled and dried, one of the backdoors didn't work, so you had to shimmy the handle
three times in a row to pry it open. And remember, the backseat was wide enough for me to
spread out from head to toe. If I was alone, or cross my grandmother's lap on long car rides that
loads me to sleep. We drove far enough forward over the years, I was the only child and took in
the world through the backseat. It was the vantage point most conducive to a daydreamer and
observer, a stubborn introvert. I came to know my parents from this position to their backs and
the seats ahead of me taller, their voices low. What channels of energy passed between them, the
cadences of their speech to one another in meshed silences, between all of us, as our bodies
hurdle forward. Today's poem by the poet Taylor Johnson reminds me of all those accumulated
hours in the backseat. It also speaks to the layers of a child's consciousness, the kinds of
nonverbal knowledge you pick up from taking in those around you studying the spaces and
crevices of their language and silences. Lincoln towncar by Taylor Johnson, after Deanna
Lawson's photograph trap car, my grandfather would spell certain words so that the dog couldn't
comprehend. Oh, UTFOD the dog, a little bear fighter, ran into the road one day, buried in the
yard now. And the next dog, he waited in the backroom for my grandmother to return heavy
footed from around the corner. And when she didn't return, he sat there unreachable as language.
Something was wrong if we left the country, fluid around the heart, not enough movement, syrup
for blood, leaving men taking showers and my grandfather fixing my grandmother's hair. All of us
clean shorted the front seat of the Lincoln towncar. We shared a humid thought pressed as we
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were against the maroon leather, six legged in the front seat. Before us the highway unraveled
sorghum and corn and soy collapsing as the wind fell, listening for light. I listened for Muscatine
swelling in the ditches on the waterlogged sides of the highway. I listened to the quiet narrow as
we entered the city. I loved the language my grandparents spoke, saying nothing. holding my
hands was the pines that set off sound in them. My grandmother stared out the windshield and
into the hills saying that man, that man, my grandfather shifted in a seat at the wheel, practicing
owning something. I had a feeling that I was the last let into the kingdom of their distance.
Something was owed. Neither side would spell it out. I counted the fallen pines as a car dipped
through the hills and the Tidewater lonely as a dog with a whole world inside. I counted the pines
and put my voice inside them.
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The slowdown is a production of American public media in partnership with the Poetry
Foundation. To get a poem delivered to you daily, go to slow down show.org and sign up for our
newsletter. And follow the slow down on Instagram and Twitter at slow down show
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